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There was no question in our minds of what we wanted the second Senna to be. Her original
concept was to be a romanticization of the classic spy. What did she look like? How did she
move? How did she draw power? This is the first step to take for any new champion. We at Riot
started with a very generic idea and built on that. We began with an image that had a certain
feel to it. We then started to think about what that feel was. It comes down to a few simple
questions: What skills are your champion best known for? What are your champion's special
points? What is your champion's preferred play style? What is your champion's personality? Is
your champion above or below average? How does your champion perform in solo queue? Does
your champion succeed or fail in ranked? Does your champion succeed or fail in tournament? It
is important that we share information with our customers because we want you to be able to
choose the products that are best for your playstyle. Often times the term'support' can imply
'backup' or 'a supporting character'. Here we are using it to mean that Senna will have exactly
the same stats and item build as Lucian, but she's not his stand-in. She's his partner. She
shares an expansive view of the map and she helps Lucian close the gap between himself and
the enemy. She has a primary job of pushing the lane hard and doing work for the team, but
she also has fun working the flank and splitting the enemy team. This was done with both the
second Senna and the third Senna. The second one was around the same time the third Senna
was being created, but they had different vibes when it came to what we wanted in a
champion. There was still some of the original concepts from the second Senna, but the third
Senna had a totally different story to tell. We wanted to create some uniqueness to Senna.
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As some of you may know, The Mercury is one of our roles, and we like to get creative with it.
For Senna, we made a new, unique Senna's Curse that is an unexpected twist on the way she

interacts with her relic cannon and even some small lore for her - but I know you'll enjoy it when
you play her! The whole thing is very much inspired by Senna's lore, and it's so much fun to

play once it's in. My primary concern with the end result is that people might think it's
overpowered -- or at least not as balanced as it needs to be. I'm a big fan of a well-written lore.

But you can tell a story with any small piece of content, no matter how disjointed - if it helps
build a world and characters people care about. And with that in mind, Senna's Curse is a good

example of where The Mercury goes. It gives us Senna's starting powers, and also tells the
story of how the Relic Cannon has been cursed - it has all these little nuggets of lore that could
have come from different parts of her starting lore and we put them all together. Lucian's first

ability is called "Vale of Eternal Mists" and it's an instant cast portal that will bring you to Senna,
who will start channeling, drawing Mist energy out of you as you cast her abilities. Every bit of
damage Senna deals will store her as Mists in her relic gun. More than that, every bit of Mists

(her ultimate) that she receives can be used as channeled damage or for a boost on the
primary stats of those she targets. That combination makes Senna an incredibly powerful team

partner for Lucian, who helps Senna channel more Mists in and out of her gun, which will
increase her ultimate damage each time she shoots. 5ec8ef588b
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